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Human purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) is required for
degradation of 2′-deoxyguanosine and its genetic deficiency is
characterized by a lethal T-cell immune deficiency caused by
accumulation of dGTP in dividing T-cells.1,2 Human PNP is
therefore a target for T-cell disease. The Immucillin family of
transition state analogue inhibitors for PNP was developed based
on experimentally measured kinetic isotope effects.3 Immucillin-H
(ImmH) (1) and DADMe-Immucillin-H (DADMe-ImmH) (3) are
picomolar inhibitors of PNP and are in clinical trials for T-cell
malignancies and T-cell-based autoimmune diseases.4,5

The Immucillins mimic the ribooxacarbenium ion-like cationic
transition state of PNP. ImmH (1) contains an iminoribitol with
stereochemistry similar to theâ-D-ribose found in purine nucleoside
substrates of PNP. DADMe-ImmH (3) mimics the dissociated
transition state of human PNP.6 The Immucillins are slow-onset
tight-binding inhibitors with initial binding givingKi values in the
low nanomolar range and final equilibrium dissociation constants
(Ki* values) in the picomolar range.7,8 Since many inhibitors retain
potency in their enantiomeric forms,L-Immucillin-H (L-ImmH) (2)
andL-DADMe-Immucillin-H (L-DADMe-ImmH) (4) were synthe-
sized and4 was a surprisingly potent inhibitor against PNP (Table
1).9 This finding was unexpected because of large losses of binding
energy when other geometric or electrostatic features of the
Immucillin transition state analogues are changed.8

We cocrystallizedL-ImmH (2) and L-DADMe-ImmH (4) with
PNP and phosphate to explore this unusual inhibitor specificity.
The structures withL-ImmH (2) and L-DADMe-ImmH (4) were
solved to 2.9 and 2.1 Å resolution, respectively, and were refined
to Rwork andRfree values of 21.6% and 26.2% forL-ImmH and to
21.8% and 24.9% forL-DADMe-ImmH, respectively. The Cruick-
shank DPI14 and Luzzatti15 coordinate errors were 0.14-0.43 for
the two complexes; therefore, a 0.5 Å cut off was applied for
significant distance differences of interaction. Crystallographic
statistics are listed in Table 2, and complete experimental details
are reported in the Supporting Information.

The PNP protein structures withL-Immucillins bound (Figure
1) are similar to those previously reported.12,13 The structures of
human PNP in complex with ImmH (PDB ID 1RR6) and DADMe-
ImmH (PDB ID 1RSZ) allow comparisons of the binding modes
for D- andL-Immucillins.

Phosphates in the active sites of PNP containingL-ImmH and
L-DADMe-ImmH are in different positions as indicated in a side-
by-side comparison (Figure 1). In contrast, the 9-deazahypoxanthine
base groups are in similar positions for these same complexes with
the L-Immucillins.

L-ImmH (2) binds to PNP with the base in a similar position as
ImmH [1] but the plane of the iminoribitol moiety is rotated 180°

around the C-C glycosidic bond, thereby preventing the 2′, 3′,
and 5′-OH from forming the same favorable H-bond interactions
found with ImmH (1) (Figure 2).12 The 180° rotation of the
L-iminoribitol ring causes the inhibitor to be shifted toward the
purine binding site and permits phosphate to be translocated along
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Table 1. Inhibition Constants for D- and L-Immucillins9,10

Table 2. Crystallographic Statistics for Data Collection and
Refinement of Human PNP in Complex with L-ImmH,
L-DADMe-ImmH, and Phosphate

L-ImmH L-DADMe-ImmH

wavelength (Å) 0.9791 0.97910
space group H32 H32
cell: a ) b 143.5 142.8
c 166.2 167.3
resolution (Å) 2.9 2.1
total reflections 129805 479977
unique reflections 14741 38397
completeness (%)a 100(99) 100(100)
multiplicitya 6.1(3.2) 12.5(7.7)
rsym (%)a 7.3(74) 7.4(71.4)
I/σa 22(1.4) 36.1(2.5)
no. of protein atoms 2223 2333
no. of water 20 103
Rwork 21.6 21.8
Rfree 26.2 24.9
average B-factor 71 55
r.m.s. bond (Å) 0.032 0.015
r.m.s. angle (Å) 2.9 1.6
ramachandran analysis
most favored 96.3 94.2%
allowed 1.7 5.4%
disallowed 2.1 0.4%
PDB ID 2Q7O 3BGS

a Values for the highest resolution shell are given in parentheses.
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with the inhibitor. Phosphate oxygen interactions with2 form
H-bonds to the 2′-OH and the 4′-NH2

+, as well as a favorable (2.6
Å) ion pair between O1 and 4′-NH2

+. The 5′-OH in 1 is in H-bond
contact with Nδ of His257, and mutational analysis of His257 shows
this to be important for binding and catalysis.10 The 180° rotation
of L-ImmH with respect to theD-inhibitor prevents this His257

contact to the 5′-hydroxyl even though the 5′-hydroxyl of 2 is
rotated away from the iminoribitol ring nitrogen and directed toward
His257 (Figure 2b). Instead, the 3′-OH interacts weakly with Nε
of His257 (3.2 Å), and His257 has rotated around the Câ-Cγ bond
relative to the complex with1. The 2′-OH interacts in a short
hydrogen bond to phosphate O4 (2.3 Å) and to water. The cationic
iminoribitol nitrogen interacts with two phosphate oxygens, O1 (2.6
Å) and O4 (3.0 Å). Phosphate O2 interacts with the hydroxyl group
of Ser220 (2.3 Å), O1 interacts with the backbone amide nitrogen
of Met219, and phosphate O4 interacts with the 2′-OH of L-ImmH
(2) as described above (Figure 3).

Because of theL-ImmH (2) sugar conformation, the base is 0.5
Å closer to Asn243, allowing the formation of favorable leaving-
group interactions. The Asn243 side-chain carbonyl forms a 3.0 Å
H-bond with NH7, and its side-chain amino group forms a 3.2 Å
H-bond to the O6 exocyclic carbonyl oxygen. The 6-oxo group in
the L-ImmH (2) complex also interacts with a water (2.5 Å), and
Oε1 of Glu201 interacts with NH1 of the purine base (2.8 Å).

To summarize, bothL-ImmH (2) andL-DADMe-ImmH (4) have
favorable leaving group interactions. The ion pair is short between
the iminoribitol cation and phosphate oxygen with2, and these
interactions cause2 to be a 12 nM inhibitor (Table 1). This factor
of 210-fold weaker binding of2 than the 58 pMKi* dissociation
constant for1 is readily explained by the altered phosphate position
and the weak interactions of the 5′-OH and 3′-OH groups.
Surprisingly, displacement of the phosphate group does not abolish
the slow-onset binding properties of2.

His257 anchoring of the 5′-hydroxyls of1 and3 occurs from a
loop that moves when the catalytic site of PNP becomes occupied.
Mutation of His257 affectsKm, kcat, and slow onset binding of3.10,16

Although the 5′-hydroxyl group of4 remains H-bonded to Nδ of
His257, a 90° rotation of the pyrrolidine ring is required to place
the 5′- and 3′-OH groups near the positions occupied by the 5′-OH

Figure 1. The catalytic sites of PNP‚L-Immucillin‚PO4 complexes con-
toured withFo - Fc maps at 3σ. L-ImmH (2) is shown in panel a and
L-DADMe-ImmH (4) is shown in panel b. Note the closer interaction of
phosphate withL-ImmH than withL-DADMe-ImmH.

Figure 2. Overlapping views of the ligands from overlaid structures of
their respective complexes with human PNP: (a and b)D-ImmH (1) is in
gray andL-ImmH (2) is in magenta; (c and d)D-DADMe-ImmH (3) is in
gray andL-DADMe-ImmH (4) is in yellow. Phosphates are shown in orange
and red, and sulfate (fromD-DADMe structure) is shown in tan and red.

Figure 3. Distance maps forL-Immucillin-H (a) andL-DADMe-Immuci-
llin-H (b) at the catalytic sites of PNP. The proposed nucleophilic oxygens
are shown as anions.
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of bound3 (Figure 2c). With this altered pyrrolidine geometry, the
9-deazahypoxanthine rings of3 and 4 and their corresponding
phosphates remain in the same positions. The 3′-OH of 4 forms a
2.9 Å interaction with Tyr88 (Figure 3b).

The 5′-OH interaction to His257 is lost in the binding of2 and
instead, His257 interacts weakly (3.2 Å) with the 3′-hydroxyl. This
coordination is to theε-nitrogen, rather than the typical interaction
via the δ-nitrogen, and requires rotation of the imidazole ring
(Figure 3a). These changes are consistent with the loss of binding
energy for 2 and 4. Structural features causing the slow-onset
binding for 2 but not 4 are obscure, but we speculate that slow-
onset binding relates to the time-dependent conformational adjust-
ment of the protein to optimize binding of the unusual but tight
interactions at the catalytic site.

The phosphate in theL-DADMe-ImmH (4) complex is bound
in a similar position as the phosphate of its isomer but is more
distant from the pyrrolidine nitrogen with a distance of 3.9 Å in4
instead of 3.0 Å with3. The phosphate has also lost one of the two
hydrogen bonds to the 3′-OH of the inhibitor which is formed in
the complex with3. It is remarkable that these changes in binding
interactions, including a 0.9 Å separation of an ion pair in the
catalytic site, result in only a 62-fold decrease in binding of4 and
testifies to the adaptability of this catalytic site which is competent
for inosine, guanosine, and their 2′-deoxy forms.

A major leaving-group interaction for transition-state formation
in PNP is N7 protonation. The Immucillins capture this interaction
through the elevated pKa of NH7 in the 9-deazahypoxanthine rings.17

Interaction with NH7 occurs by a 2.7 Å contact with the side-chain
carbonyl oxygen of Asn243. This interaction is conserved in the
binding of both D- and L-Immucillins. However, in theD-
Immucillins, the side chain amino group of Asn243 is also in
favorable H-bonding distance to the exocyclic 6-carbonyl oxygen,
but this interaction is weak with binding of2 and 4 (Figure 3).
The Oε1 and Oε2 of Glu201 make weak hydrogen bonds to purine
N1 (3.0 Å) in theL-DADMe-ImmH 4 complex.

Structures ofL-Immucillins bound to human PNP indicate that
one feature responsible for the relatively tight binding of these
inhibitors comes from the conserved interaction of the protein to
the purine base NH7. Ion pair formation with bound phosphate is
similar for the binding of1 and2 but differs for3 and4. H-bond
interactions are present to both the 5′- and 3′-OH groups of
L-DADMe-ImmH (4) but the 5′-OH interaction is lost withL-ImmH.
The sum of these interactions causes a 210-fold loss of binding for
2 but only a 35-fold loss for4 (Table 1), a difference that is
attributable to the increased flexibility of the methylene-bridged
pyrrolidine compared to the iminoribitol. Considering that relatively
simple changes such as conversion of the 5′-OH group to a 5′-F
group in 1 cause a 120-fold decrease in binding affinity,8 it is
remarkable that the catalytic site of PNP has sufficient adaptability
to conform to theL-configuration of the Immucillins.

Stereochemical changes in the binding of transition-state ana-
logues are not always so well tolerated. In the interaction of the
natural product deoxycoformycin with mammalian adenosine
deaminase, theR-isomer is the stereochemical mimic of the
transition state and binds with a dissociation constant of 2.5 pM, a
factor of 6.4× 106 more tightly than substrate.18 TheS-stereoisomer
at the reaction center (the 8-position of the diazepine ring) provides
a single stereochemical change in the nucleoside analogue and
reduces the binding affinity to 33µM, a factor of 1.3× 107 reduced

binding.19 Systematic analysis of single atomic changes in the
binding of transition-state analogues reveals that the loss of each
contact characteristic of the transition-state interactions also weakens
neighboring interactions to give strongly cooperative binding
interactions in transition-state analogue binding energy.20

Cooperative binding interactions are known to dominate binding
of the Immucillins, and the presence of the cationic nature of the
transition state undoubtedly facilitates these interactions. Lessons
for inhibitor design are that central features of transition state
structure, here the elevated pKa at NH7 and the ribocation mimic,
are critical features for binding energy and these dominate the
interactions compared to those from the exact placement of the
ribosyl hydroxyl groups.
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